
REMOVE WINDSCREEN 
Remove the windscreen to give the

capsule a chance to dry out - Rinse the

windscreens regularly and let them dry

before next use
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3 REMOVE BATTERY
Remove the battery to let it dry or

recharge it - this allows the battery

compartment a chance to air out

5 HANG TO DRY
Pretty Simple - Just hang it up to dry - the

headset will need a rest especially during

a heavy day of classes

6 ROTATE HEADSETS
Mic Rotation is your best bet for sucess - It

gives the necessary dry time between

classes and with different colors of

headsets it's simple
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4 WIPE DOWN HEADSET
With a clean dry towel wipe down the

headset - DO NOT USE CLEANERS, GYM

WIPES, ALCOHOL WIPES, HAND

SANITIZERS, OR SOLVENT BASED

CLEANERS ON THE HEADSET - It will ruin

the sweat protective properties of the mic

MT-U8 CARE TIPS
A little care goes a long way  - 

After Class...

REMOVE BATTERY
COVER
Remove the battery cover and wipe it

down to remove any excess moisture
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MT-U8
ACCESSORIES

YOGA WRAPS 
Yoga Wraps help keep the transmitter 

dry and protected - start every class with 

a dry Yoga Wrap for best performance - 

Yoga Wraps come in multiple colors and 

patterns for those instructors that want to

add to their classes

WINDSCREENS
Windscreens should be used for every class

and changed afterward - Regular cleaning of

windscreens is a must - Start every class with

a dry windscreen for best performance - the

mic will sound better and the instructors will

be heard - Options for E-mics, Aeromics, and

Cyclemics 

E-MIC BANDS
Due to heavy sweat, makeup, and hair

products the band on your E-mic might

need to be replaced - Here is the factory

replacement part needed

BATTERY COVERS
We offer replacement battery covers in a

variety of colors for you to use for room

coding or rotation purposes 


